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Progress Since Last Status Update (EPRSc-1)

3 Consultancies held

- April 2016, Vienna
- May 2016, Vienna
- July 2016, Vienna

Participation so far:

About 25 experts and relevant IAEA staff from 13 Member States including public communication, crisis communication, EPR, radiation protection and nuclear security experts
69 experts from 48 Member States and 5 International Organizations participated in the TM.

The meeting endorsed the concept of the safety guide and underlined its importance.

Main comments were made regarding national differences to be kept in mind, limited resources of smaller Member States and regarding the structure of the document.
Where Are We Now?

• Consultancy to address comments made at the Technical Meeting.
• Reached out to IACRNE Ad-hoc Working Group for comments

Step 5: Preparing draft safety standard
Next Steps Towards Publishing

STEP 1: Preparing a DPP
STEP 2: Internal review of the DPP
STEP 3: Review of the DPP by the SSC(s)
STEP 4: Review of the DPP by the CSS
STEP 5: Preparing the draft safety standard (DS457)
STEP 6: First internal review of the draft safety standard (2017)
STEP 7: First review of the draft by the review Committees (2017)
STEP 8: Soliciting comments by Member States
STEP 9: Addressing comments by Member States
STEP 10: Second internal review of the draft safety standard
STEP 11: Second review of the draft by the review Committees
STEP 12: Review of the draft by Commission of Safety Standards
STEP 13: Establishing as an IAEA safety standard
STEP 14: Publication of the safety standard (2018)
Thank you!